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Abstract
Somnipathy is a disorder of sleep pattern of an individual. Obstructive sleep apnea is the most common form of sleep disorder

characterized by repetitive full or partial collapse of the upper airway during sleep resulting in hypopnea or apnea. Various factors
may cause obstructive sleep apnea but the most common is obesity. As rates of global obesity continue to consistently increase, the

incidence of obstructive sleep apnea may likely rise also. Patient with sleep apnea shows increase level of the inflammatory mark-

ers C-reactive protein and serum amyloid A which is patho physiologically related to sleep deprivation or intermittent hypoxemia.
These inflammatory pathways are playing a major role in the periodontitis development and progression. The relationship between
periodontal disease and systemic disease has been studied widely, and many studies have shown greater prevalence of periodonti-

tis in patients with diabetes, cardiovascular disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and osteoporosis. The relationship between periodontal

disease and obstructive sleep apnea had gone uninvest gated until Gunaratnam., et al. Gunaratam and colleagues hypothesized that
the presence of obstructive sleep apnea was linked to increased risk of periodontal disease because sleep apnea is associated with
an elevated inflammatory response.
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Abbreviations
OSA: Obstructive Sleep Apnea; AHI: Apnea-Hypopnea Index; ESS:

Epworth Sleepiness Scale; SACS: Sleep Apnea Clinical Score; CPAP:

Continuous Positive Airway Pressure; VPAP: Variable Positive Airway Pressure.

Introduction
Sleep disorders categorized into primary or secondary [1-9].

Primary sleep disorders majorly characterised by defect in sleepwake cycle, disorganised sleep timings results in changes in behaviour of a person. Physical and mental illness results into sleep
deprivation considered under secondary sleep disorder.

Primary sleep disorder may be divided into two broad categories
1.

Parasomnias: These are unusual experiences or behav

2.

Dyssomnias: This includes abnormalities in the sleep 		

pattern, excessive or short sleep with disturbances,		
wakefulness, irritability. They include inability to sleep, 		
daytime sleepiness, breathing disorder like obstructive		
sleep apnea and circadian rhythm disturbances		
in sleep pattern.

Sleep apnea majorly of 3 types:
Obstructive Central and Complex Sleep Apnea.

In obstructive sleep apnea, due to large surface area of throat

tissue which relaxes during sleep causes airway obstruction may
leads to breathing problem and snoring. Amongst three it is found
more often [10].

iors that occur during sleep which include sleep terror
disorder and sleepwalking and nightmare disorder.
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Central sleep apnea name itself suggest that it is due to distur-

bances in central nervous system which control over muscles involved in breathing leads to failing of signals to reach by the central
nervous system. It is found rarely [11].

Complex sleep apnea is nothing but the presence of both the ob-

structive and central apnic conditions [12]. Day by day obstructive

sleep apnea is an increasing major health concern in between 3045 years age group in the population.

Possible causes of Obstructive Sleep Apnea are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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In normal healthy person, when person is awake chemorecep-

tors response is active and while sleeping response chemorecep-

tors suppresses [19]. In obstructive sleep apnea, collapse airways
and effortful breathing lead to raise response of peripheral chemo-

receptors due to hypoxemic condition [20]. This abrupt ventilatory
response causes decrease in pleural pressure in OSA patients. In

some cases, hypoxemic long-time hypoxemic condition exacerbates
cardiac vagal activity with marked raise in sympathetic output of
muscles and blood vessels due to this diving reflex [21-25].

Patient with OSA feels irritable, sleepy during day time, reacts

Obesity (most common) due to increased soft tissue around
the airway.

slowly, difficulty in concentrating, tiredness, headache, feels guilty,

Neurological disorders and brain injuries.

cy to sleep during days hours are major concern with obstructive

Premature aging.

Muscle wasting decrease muscle tone due to alcohol consumption or by drugs.
Hereditary, genetic components, family history.

structural features that give rise to a narrowed airway.
Depression, anxiety disorders.

Damaged peripheral nerve, memory loss disorders, stroke
and others neurological manifestations.
Asthma, Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

10. Paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria (PNH).

11. Person with Down syndrome, Treacher Collins syndrome and
Pierre Robin sequence are more likely to have obstructive
sleep apnea.

12. In infectious mononucleosis due to enlargement of lymphoid
tissue which is due to acute infection Epstein-Barr virus results in obstruction in breathing.
Men’s are more prone to OSA than do women in general, but

they are at higher risk during pregnancy [8].

There are peripheral and central chemoreceptors in the body

[13]. Peripheral chemoreceptors excitation caused by carotid

shy as they snore while sleeping. In some cases of children seems
very active or too tired especially young child with more tendensleep apnea. This condition may call as excessive sleepiness or hy-

persomnolence. Behaviour of this chid is quite different than do
normal one [26-28].

Gunaratnam., et al. stated the strong association between OSA

and periodontitis. He suggested that patients with periodontitis are

more likely prone to OSA and true vice versa also. Both the conditions mimicking some conditions like Diabetes, smoking, hypertension, nasal obstruction, effort full breathing, old age, high BMI,

consumption of alcohol, lifestyle etc. Many associative studies are

carried out to find out their association and it is proved that people

with periodontitis 4 times are more likely to risk for OSA than without periodontitis. Factors associated with OSA and periodontitis
are more or less similar [30-35].

OSA can be graded on the basis of apnea-hypopnea index (AHI).

It calculates the number of series or events of hypopnea and ap-

nic conditions. In apnic episodes breathing completely ceased for

10-20 seconds while in hypotonic condition breathing is ceased for
10seconds with 50% reduction of airflow [26-30].

AHI graded on the following scores:

bodies of internal carotid arteries whereas central chemoreceptors excitation caused by brainstem. Peripheral chemoreceptors

AHI

Rating

are made to respond oxygen tension in blood (hyoxia, apnea) and

carbon dioxide (hypercapnia, hypocapnia) and acid base balance

is maintained by the central chemoreceptors [14]. Bradicardiac,

<5

sympathetic and ventilatory responses excitation occurs by the

5 - 15

15 - 30

Normal

> 30

activation of baro reflexes results in peripheral chemoreflex excitation [15-18].

Mild

Moderate
Severe

Table 1
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Various methods to detect the OSA includes polysomnography,

Home oximetry, ESS (Epworth Sleepiness Scale), SACS (Sleep Apnea Clinical Score), AHI (Apnea Hypopnea Index). Patient with high
risk are diagnosed with ESS scale rather than Polysomnography.

Higher score of ESS and SACS scales indicates patient with severe
sleep apnea. Hone oximetry have drawback over other methods as
it doesn’t represent apnic and hypopnic events and thus doesn’t

gives AHI score. So, it is less likely considered over ESS and SACS
scales.

Treatment of OSA includes:
1.

Weight loss by improving lifestyle, healthy diet, exercise.

3.

Treating periodontal diseases to restore lost periodontal tissues, maintaining good oral hygiene improves its prognosis
but it is not sufficient enough the associated diseases have to
be treated [36-37].

2.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Moderate daily exercise may improve the condition.

Currently positive airway pressure gain popularity in treating
OSA patients. It may give in two different forms that is continuously and variably. Continuous positive airway supplies a
controlled and continue airflow through nasal or mouth mask
helps to open up blocked airways. While in Variable Positive
Airway Pressure provides fluctuated airflow pressures during
inhalation and exhalation. This pressure fluctuation is monitored by a mechanical device. It not cost effective. Another
Continuous Positive Air Pressure is monitored automatically
according to patients breathing mechanisms and supplies air
pressure as and when required. Now a day’s nasal devices are
also available which on applies produce a positive air pressure
by utilising patients own breathing cycles and thus provide relief in obstructive breathing.
Manualy prepared appliances and splints to hold lower jaw
forward and in such position thus facilitates breathing and relive airway obstructions.

Changing usual sleep position making it slightly raise helps
to smoothens airway passage. This raised position helps for
forward placement of tongue and thus avoid obstruction of air
passage by tongue [42,43].

Exercise by playing wind instruments and mouth organs also
play an important role to relive this condition. Doing this
many patient gets rid of snoring during sleep many experimental studies proven this.

8.

9.
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Mandibular advancement by surgeries or by appliances helps
to reposition mandible in a such way that it doesn’t cause any
airway obstruction and reposition the tongue in forward position. This modality is specially used with a person who were
not suitable to positive air pressure therapy.
Surgical treatment in severe cases includes uvu lopala to pharyngoplasty, Pillar palatal implant, Tracheostomy.

10. Some are believing in giving medications like fluoxetine, paroxetine, acetazolamide and tryptophan to improve the condition.
11. Airway passage improvement by mandibular advancement
with tongue repositioning by cutting the tongue base and repositioning of the muscles of the tongue thereby it doesn’t block
the airways helps to get rid of OSA and snoaring [44].
12. Forward placement of hyoid bone up to laryngeal level also
clears the obstructions of airways [45].

Conclusion

Obstructive sleep apnea is a health hazard and usually affects

middle-aged, overweight adults. It causes not only snoring but also

repeated obstruction to breathing while the person is sleeping.
This leads to drop in oxygen saturation within the blood which can

damage organs such as the heart and the brain. There is association
between OSA and periodontitis; treatment of periodontitis helps to
recover OSA and vice versa. It is diagnosed with polysomnogram

of patients with mild to moderate sleep apnea. More advance case

will require CPAP. Treatment improves a person’s overall health by
improving the quality of sleep. Some severe cases may require surgical modalities and regular fallow up to check improvement of the

disease condition. Thus, early diagnosis and treatment of underlying cause help to combat OSA.
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